
MAKNS OF THE CITY

CooldenporaTy portrait of Shah Abbhn the Great.

Plan of Isfahan showing the essential features of the
prz-Safavid city and of the adaid denelopment, reproduced
from 'The Sense of Unity' by Nader Ardalan and Laeh
.Bakiar. University of Chicago Press, 1973.
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When Shah Abbas I (1587-1629) moved his
capital from Qazvin to Isfahan in 1597, he
found the city in a ruinous state. A mere
shadow of its former glory under the Seljuks
in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, it had
never recovered from Timur's sack in 1387.
Abbas was above all a man of action-a
brilliant soldier, a skilled hunter, and
ruthless to his enemies and rivals. Though
barely literate, he was an astute politician
and an energetic administrator. Having
consolidated the military base of his empire,
he set about reorganizing the system of
taxation and developing trade..Robert
Shirley, who unofficially advised Abbas's
general, Allaverdi Khan, on setting up a
permanent military force, described the great
Shah as 'royal, wise, valiant, liberal,
temperate, merciful; and an exceeding lover
of justice, embracing royally other virtues
as far from pride and vanity as from all
unprincely sins or acts'. Nevertheless
political and economic expediency came
first and he forcibly moved the whole
Armenian population in north-west Iran,
which was being harassed by the Ottoman
Turks, to the new suburb of Julfa, where he
allowed them to build their own churches
and where he could make full use of their
abilities as merchants.
In his town-planning and architectural
contribution to Isfahan, Shah Abbas was
much influenced by the Timurid
architecture of Herat, where he had been
brought up at a time when the city, now in
Afghanistan, was still the cultural centre of
Iran. With Sheikh Bahai, his planner and
engineer, Abbas not only made Isfahan
worthy of a great capital, but expressed in
its new mosques and 'madrassehs' the
consolidated power of Shi'ism, one of
Islam's principal sects, to which most of Iran
had been converted under the fanatic rule
of his great grandfather, Shah Ismail.
The Isfahan which Shah Abbas and Sheikh
Bahai found was walled and roughly oval on
plan. Centred on the Seljuk Maidan-i-Qadim,
it was divided into four quarters by axial
bazaar routes, not unlike the 'cardo' and
'decumanus' of a Roman city, which
intersected at the 'maidan' and led to the
principal city gates. The Maidan-i-Qadim
stretched in a north-east/south-west
direction, between two surviving
monuments, the Friday Mosque and the
Minaret of Al. It has been obliterated by
later development, but it served no doubt as
a model for Abbas's new Maidan-i-Shah, to
which all the functions of the old 'maidan'
were transferred. The bazaars were modified
to lead from the Friday Mosque to and

around the new 'maidan', and then to join
the southern leg of the old route, which was
continued south-eastwards as far as the
river in the form of a wide avenue of trees.
Contrary to the usual interpretation of
Abbas's plan, it was this rather than the
Chahar Bagh which consolidated the strong
north-south axis, 'encompassing in its
course', as Ardalan s has observed, 'the
primary commercial, religious and
governmental activities of the city'. The
curious orientation of the new 'maidan',
which forced the two imperial mosques,
built on the south and east sides, to be
twisted on their axes so that their 'mibrabs'
could face in the direction of Mecca, is
probably explained quite simply by the
pre-existing urban patterns which did not
allow Shah Abbas a free hand.
The area west of the new 'maidan', formerly
Seljuk Gardens, became the palace grounds.
Further west outside the walls, vineyards
which, according to Chardin,3 were owned
by the Church, became the Chahar Bagh
(Four Gardens), a ceremonial avenue
flanked by gardens and pavilions belonging
to the royal family and members of the
court. The Chahar Bagh was closed at its
northern end by a circular palace called
Jahan Nama (World View); southwards it
extended over the Allahverdi Khan bridge
as far as the royal gardens of Hezar Jerib.
The plan (left), shows the essential
elements of Shah Abbas's great project: the
two north-south axes, the straight Chahar
Bagh and the tortuous bazaar route,
crossed by the east-west axis of the river. It
shows the palace quarters between the new
'maidan' and the Chahar Bagh and,
conjecturally, the old Seljuk 'maidan' south
of the Friday Mosque. What it does not show
are the old quarters all around, the city wall
and the citadel of the pre-Safavid city
(these and other features are shown in the
plans on pp298 and 299). Off the plan
altogether is the Armenian quarter of Julfa,
in an area south of the river and west of the
lower Chahar Bagh which had previously
been settled by other non-Muslim minorities
and which now became for the first time an
integral part of the city. For the area north
of the river andwest of the Chahar Bagh,
Sheikh Babai prepared a girdiron layout
which became the basis of later development
(see plan on p15).

For a fuller account of the early city see Lisa
Golombek's 'Urban Patterns in Pre-Safavid Isfahan', in
Stiudes on Isfahan, ed Renata Holod, Journal of The
Society for Iranian Studies, Vol VIII, numbers 1-2.
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